
INTERNSHIP PROPOSALLaboratory name: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides / ENS Paris-SaclaySupervisors: Guillaume TRESSET / Karen PERRONETE-mail: guillaume.tresset@u  niversite-paris-saclay  .fr  Phone: 01 69 15 53 60           karen.perronet@universite-paris-saclay.frLocation: Université Paris-Saclay                   Possibility to continue in PhD: YesEnvisaged scholarship: École doctorale « Physique en Ile-de-France »Visualizing the assembly of icosahedral viruses at the single particle level bytotal internal reflection microscopyViruses are astonishing biological agents in which hundreds of molecular blocks areintegrated with atomic precision into the final structure. Their regularity is all themore  remarkable  that  for  many  viruses,  it  occurs  spontaneously,  through  anefficient  self-assembly  process,  whether  in  host  cell  or  in  test  tube.  Thenonequilibrium dynamics remains elusive until now, whereas its knowledge wouldallow a better understanding of the viral life cycle and may help design novel, bio-inspired nanovectors for drug or gene delivery.The project aims at elucidating the nonequilibrium dynamics of genome packaginginto icosahedral viral capsids at the single particle level. The molecular componentswill be produced in-house from viruses infecting plants. Viral or exogenous RNAwill  be  grafted on  the  bottom side  of  a  microfluidic  channel  and fluorescently-labelled  capsid  proteins  will  be  continuously  flowed at  various  flow  rates.  Thebinding of capsid proteins on RNA will be monitored in real time by total internalfluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) and thus, the self-assembly of dozens of singleviral particles will be simultaneously probed with an unprecedented accuracy. Wehave  already  investigated  dynamical  phenomena  on  empty  capsids  and  loadedviruses  by  synchrotron  X-ray  scattering.  A  continuation  in  PhD  will  aim  atconstructing elaborate physical models and refining the experimental setup in orderto mimick better the host  cell  environment.  The project  will  be carried out  incollaboration  with  experts  in  single-molecule  microscopy  at  École  NormaleSupérieure Paris-Saclay. The student must have a background in  general physicswith a strong motivation for biophysics.
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